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God can do some of his best work in a dying or dreary marriage. Though it won’t be easy or 
automatic, and it’s going to take hard work, it’s 100% worth the effort to build into your marriage 
and mend what’s been broken. 
 
 
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
 

1. Marriage is a covenant, not a contract. Contracts are based on mutual distrust. 
Covenants are based on mutual commitment to surrendering rights, assuming 
responsibility, and keeping the interest of the other in mind. Have you ever thought about 
marriage as a covenant before?  What part of the message stood out to you this week? 
 

2. Love is not a feeling - it is a choice. Does this truth change your perception of how things 
“should be” in your relationship? What steps can you take to help you make the choice 
to love during difficult times?  
 
 

3. Read Galatians 6:7. What are your relationships like these days? Are you on auto-pilot 
mode, letting them drift along and hoping they will improve on their own? Or are you 
intentionally investing in your most important relationships on a regular basis? 
 

4. Commitment means we are willing to be unhappy while we work things out. Do your 
emotions drive your behavior during disagreements? What can you do to curb your 
emotional response so that you can work toward resolution?  

ACT ON IT 

Make the commitment to pray specifically for everyone to make the choice to love every day, 
and to never give up! Honestly assess your relationships and devise plans to take them to the 
next level. Engage accountability partners to maintain the integrity of the process.  



MEMORIZE IT 
 

So let’s not get tired of doing what is good.  
At just the right time we will reap a harvest of blessing if we don’t give up.  

(Galatians 6:9) 
 


